Nutrients, age and cognition.
Our knowledge about the influence of nutritional supplements on human cognition, especially in the elderly, rests largely on animal behavioural research and neurochemical experiments in vitro, while only a few epidemiological studies and even fewer controlled experiments in humans are reported. This is an inherent problem, due partly to the difficulty of conducting controlled nutritional experiments in humans, but may also partly be due to the gap between the research disciplines of nutritional and neurobehavioral experimental science. The aim of this paper is to discuss some new findings in this line of research, and to stress the importance of the need to start bridging the gap between disciplines by identifying possible human experimental models of altered cognitive function, which can elucidate the specific mechanisms of action through which nutritional supplements may enhance cognitive performance in humans in vivo. These experimental models are important because the research in this field is mostly based on epidemiological studies, which describe associations between nutrients and cognitive functions. Contrary to epidemiological studies, experimental models mimic associations between nutrients and cognition by manipulating their presumed mechanisms of action and can eventually explain the causal nature of found associations.